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 FLYING LESSONS for  

August 18, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In most cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have little 
direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can make 
the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane you fly.  
Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
Last week I filled this entire space with my story of flying into Oshkosh for AirVenture 2022. 
This time let’s focus on your thoughts and insights…in the Debrief.  
Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

 
My friends and sponsors at Pilot Workshops extend this offer to all FLYING LESSONS readers, in all aircraft 
types: 

 
 
See https://pilotworkshop.com/products/ifr-mastery-abs/?disc=20&campaign=abs&typeclub=abs  

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

South Africa-based reader Matthew French writes about the July 21 and August 4 LESSONS 
and, perhaps by extension, last week’s report as well: 

All this discussion about mid-air collisions makes me think I should share my experiences: I am a lowly 400 
hour pilot but have had three near misses which all happened within a couple of years of each other, 
shortly after I bought my Mooney. 

The first was for a flight over the city on a smoggy winter's day, we were still climbing to our chosen 
altitude when a fast turbine came head-on towards us out of the gloom. Will never know if they saw us or if 
my purely instinctive yank-and-bank saved us. We were both on frequency but I suspect we both 
underestimated just how good the inversion layer was at hiding the other aircraft. 

The second was at a fly-in. We had just taken off when a Cub decided to fly over the runway, a couple of 
hundred feet above the ground, just in front of us. Fortunately we had plenty of time to react and pass below 
and behind the Cub. We couldn't raise the other pilot on the radio and never managed to identify the 
offending aircraft or their intentions.  

The final incident was at a very busy towered airport that I wasn't very familiar with. I was turning final, 
number two, when the third aircraft which had been cleared straight in sailed past just below me. I was 
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partially to blame for doing a bigger circuit than normal, but in a subsequent radio call it turned out neither 
the controller nor the other aircraft were aware of my location.  

Moral of the story: don't expect other pilots to see you. You might have heard it a million times but 
keeping a good lookout really is essential. 

After the third incident I invested in some bright strobes to ensure I couldn't be missed again. They worked 
very well except this had the unfortunate side effect that I was often identified as a third aircraft in the same 
airspace - sometimes several miles from the aircraft the other pilots were expecting to see.  

Final thought: we had a horrible accident last year where two aircraft on night training flights collided over 
our local VOR. It seems one of them was on the wrong frequency but even then it seems so improbable that 
those two aircraft would try and occupy the same piece of sky at the same time. Be careful out there. 

It seems improbable that the immensity of the sky does not protect us from midair collisions. Of 
course, the nature of flying tends to funnel us together in places where most traffic conflicts and 
collisions occur. I certainly hope you’ve had the last of these experiences, Matt—so many in your 
first 400 hours could be enough to convince a pilot to give up on flying. I commend you for 
recognizing your ability—all pilots’ ability—to act proactively to lessen the midair threat.  
See: 
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2022.0721-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/2022.0804-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/2022.0811-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

Reader, instructor and accident investigator Jeff Edwards adds: 
While midairs only comprise a handful of fatal GA accidents per year and technology gets better in assisting 
us in seeing and avoiding, some pilots are becoming very lax in their traffic pattern habits. Our airport 
has a policy of departing on runway 16 and landing on runway 34. This becomes challenging when the 
flatlanders arrive for their annual backcountry fix in the summer. A few weeks ago I observed several aircraft 
departing on both runways nearly at the same time with no apparent coordination on the unicom.  

Today, I was arriving from the east with a Gulfstream following several miles behind me. I was preparing to 
land 34 when I observed several aircraft depart in trail formation and fly towards me. Then more 
traffic departed and one turned westbound and another departed straight out to the south -- all within the span 
of about two minutes. The ADS-B display was useless at this point with targets literally all around me 
within two miles. By this time I was abandoning my plan to land 34 and did a hasty 270 and entered the left 
traffic pattern for 16 while two of the departing traffic passed under me.   

I had announced ten miles east, five miles east and my intention to land 34 (to no avail). Meanwhile the 
Gulfstream was closing at my six. We both elected to avoid the sword fight in the broom closet with the 
departing Super Cubs at the same time. He was unsure of my position and intention and announced that he 
was over the lake two miles to the east for a left downwind to 16. I responded and gave him a running 
update on my position until he visually acquired me and then a couple more calls for good measure.  We 
maintained good separation  and good crew(s) coordination to ensure a safe arrival.  

It never ceases to amaze me that many GA pilots do not use the radio in or near the traffic pattern in 
situations like that. Use all the tools in the toolbox! 

Absolutely. True, there is no legal requirement to use radios or even have a radio installed in 
most U.S. airspace, certainly in the Idaho mountains where you live. Still, it’s an extremely good 
idea to go beyond the minimum requirements to help assure safety for ourselves and others. All 
forms of collision avoidance—participating in ATC services, radio position and intentions reports, 
ADS-B, standard traffic patterns, the whole concept of see and avoid—have their limitations. As 
you said, Jeff, we need to use all the available tools in the toolbox. 

The airplane I encountered on the Fisk arrival into Oshkosh was rather distinctive—there are not 
many of the type in North America, fewer still an overall dark blue or black like the one I saw 
briefly as I dove to get out of its way. A couple FLYING LESSONS readers told me they saw what 
they think was that airplane in one of the commercial displays at AirVenture. I replied: 

I also saw it in the display one day early in the week and knew it likely had to be the one 
I encountered out there on the arrival. Seeing it on the grounds was the only time I was 
angry about the incident—overall I have this strange feeling that avoiding it was simply a 
technical issue to overcome, like deviating around a thunderstorm or avoiding the guy 
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who flies left traffic when a right-hand pattern is prescribed. Wisely I just kept walking to 
work. 

Thank you, readers. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/2022.0811-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

Reader, well-known Detroit area flight instructor and retired corporate jet pilot Richard Druschel 
writes: 

Great report, Tom!  

Had you not had a traffic alerting system in the airplane we would have been reading about you and sending 
condolence cards to your wife and ABS. You and I operate our GTNs in similar modes and it is the way I 
teach pilots with dual GTNs to operate. Always have traffic displayed on a fairly close scale. I use two miles. 
That gives me ample warning. 

You bring up many good points when planning a flight such as this one. The one thing you cannot plan for 
is careless or reckless pilots. I am certain they do little if any research for the flight into Oshkosh. I am 
equally certain that they truly do not know how to properly operate the airplane they are flying. Lastly, and 
sadly, they almost never look out the window to see what is around them.  

How do we correct this bad behavior? Very honestly, I do not know. The good pilots will do research and 
attend briefings. The bad ones “don’t seem to think they need it.” And it continues. 

Every year I am asked if I will be flying my Bonanza to Oshkosh. No thanks! When I fly somewhere I want 
to enjoy the flight.  

I am glad you dodged the Diamond bullet. 

I am glad as well, of course. I have worked for over two decades in industry and government 
symposia and working groups aimed at reducing the general aviation accident rate and especially 
the fatal accident rates. The overriding refrain of these efforts is the idea of reaching the 
unreachable—how to positively impact those who do not think they need training and never take 
advantage of it and change their habits if needed so we all follow best practices for our mutual 
protection. Pilots who apparently skimp on the planning process for AirVenture most likely do so 
for the flying they do the other 51 weeks of the year…and are probably in the unreachable 
category. Thank you, Dick. 

One reader—I won’t name him because he did not write the comment I’ll quote—forwarded a 
short note from another who apparently forwarded last week’s LESSONS to him: 

In case you are ever seriously thinking of flying into OSH for the event…this guy was uber-prepared and still 
almost got smacked. 

Before I ever took for from Wichita my intent was to report on the planning process and workload 
management for the Fisk arrival. I’m almost sorry to have included the near collision in my 
account—vital though it was to reinforcing the LESSONS—because my real focus is on the 
benefits of planning and management. Read on. 

A reader who wishes to remain anonymous adds: 
Thanks for this very insightful newsletter.  I've had a lot of friends tell me I need to fly to OSH someday, 
saying it's not that hard. But the NOTICE and the slim margins for error have put me off, at least in a 
single-pilot situation. If I ever do go, I will refer back to this [copy of FLW].  

Coincidentally, I happened across this video yesterday. The pilot making it commented that most accidents at 
Oshkosh happen at the runway, and talked about why. I realized he put words to what was sort of my greatest 
concern - multiple planes landing simultaneously on a single runway, and the ability of each pilot - myself 
and the others - to do so in a very precise way in a high-workload environment.  Your incident with a near-
midair was also probably tied for top concern in my mind. 

The YouTube comments on that video are, for once, somewhat interesting. I realized reading them that, even 
from my computer at home without a high workload, as I watched the video, I misinterpreted "fly it 
down the runway." Apparently it meant "extend final and prepare to land further down the runway."  I heard 
it as "go around, keep low, and maintain runway heading" and my mind had jumped immediately to "OK, but 
what heading/altitude once you reach the end of the runway?" As the comments mentioned, "fly it down the 
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runway" is not a ATC command I've ever heard.  That said, I did that procedure a few days ago; I was just 
about to touch down on a long runway and a coyote ran across the runway in front of me.  It was simple 
enough to add some power and fly past the coyote and still land and turn off less than halfway down the 
runway. That's probably not exceptionally unusual for many of us.  The most common reasons I've had to go 
around or extend my final outside of training are wildlife. 

But would I have been able to do that correctly in a high-workload, high-stress environment with an 
unfamiliar instruction?  I'm not certain of that, and even if I knew what to do and executed perfectly, 
would everyone else? 

First, addressing the video, which is by an RV pilot calling himself MojoGrip: the presenter put it 
very well when he said his own arrival was “very non-eventful, in part because everybody paid 
attention and followed the rules….” Trouble happens when, as in the case of my conflict, 
someone doesn’t follow the established procedure.  

The video’s author’s (correct) observation is that most accidents and incidents occur not on the 
arrival, but during landing. He observes this is in part because the procedures are different for 
each runway that may be assigned (often when only the pilot is two or three miles from the 
airport), and that the procedures are all different from those we use anywhere else.  

Further, MojoGrip adds, nonstandard directions from tower controllers, and the urgency with 
which they must issue instructions in this high-density environment, add to the stress and 
reduce the situational awareness of pilots at the very worst moment. 

In my words: deviating from standard operating procedures (SOPs)—one of the most 
common contributing factors in accidents—is itself “SOP” for landing at AirVenture. This 
applies both to pilots and air traffic controllers. All this despite everyone’s clear intentions to get 
incredible numbers of airplanes on the ground safely in as little time as possible.  

This video is a very insightful analysis and I’ve not seen it before you sent the link. It’s 10 minutes 
well spent for FLYING LESSONS readers to watch.  

As MojoGrip said, pilots need to practice before flying into AirVenture so they master the unique 
demands of the arrival. For many years I’ve publicized a series of six articles on preparations 
and exercises for Oshkosh that are available year-round on the Tools for Flying Safety page of 
the Mastery Flight Training website.  

When I saw your link I thought it was going to be this video of “crazy crosswind landings and 
ground loops,” one of several similar videos that have made the rounds since the the airshow. In 
many of the videos you can see the trees moving quite a bit in the wind. What you can’t see is 
that, very often, operations are in effect for Runway 27 because of a strong wind from the 
southwest. From my experience this appears to be the usual summer afternoon pattern. But a 
single runway cannot handle the crush of Oshkosh traffic, and the final approach path for Runway 
18 extends over Runway 27. True, there is a low, tight turning pattern prescribed in the 
AirVenture NOTICE, but usually the tower is assigning Runway 36L and 36R (36R is a taxiway 51 
weeks of the year). Consequently quartering tailwind landings are the norm at AirVenture—
usually from the left, which because of most airplanes’ left turning tendencies is the most critical 
to control during landing. As the video shows, the nonstandard procedure regarding runways and 
winds adds another layer of risk to landing at Oshkosh. Thanks, reader. 
See: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jS3EVFjr0aQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsxiRdQPUvI  

This discussion suggests some LESSONS Oshkosh NOTICE developers might consider for 
future events: 

• Include specific go-around procedures for each runway including precise routing 
away from the arrival paths and the process for returning to the arrival (even if that 
means going all the way back out to the initial point). 

• Reinforce emphasis on using standard phraseology by the tower controllers. 
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• Frequent broadcast of the wind speed and direction over tower frequency, including 
the warning “quartering tailwind landings” or similar when pilots are directed to land 
on runways with a tailwind component. This can help pilots better decide whether it’s a 
good idea to accept the runway assigned, or rather to exercise the escape (go-around) 
plan rather than make a high(er) risk landing if conditions, the aircraft and the pilot’s 
currency with quartering tailwind landings require. No one wants to see ground loops (or 
worse), and if one occurs during Oshkosh it shuts the entire airport down for long periods. 

• Adherence to standard runway assignment practices to direct all traffic to land and 
take off into the wind. 

Our anonymous reader continues: 
One other reflection on reading your newsletter: I would imagine, given the number of vintage and homebuilt 
planes involved, a number of the planes arriving at AirVenture aren't equipped with ADS-B out.  Had 
that plane not been equipped with it, given that it seems you were in each other's blind spots, that could have 
been really bad.  (Maybe radar/TIS-B was illuminating the target for you, but still, I've found TIS-B to be 
often unavailable in the pattern at airports far from a radar site). 

After I saw the type of airplane it was I thought about the “low wing airplane descending” aspect 
of whether the Diamond pilot could see me, worsened by the DA-62s rather bulbous diesel 
engine cowlings blocking part of the view ahead of the wing. The rakish twin’s small nose and 
large windscreen might make forward visibility quite good, I don’t know. I didn’t mention it in last 
week’s report (I should have), but I was thinking about airplanes without ADS-B…not on the 
procedure itself (ultimately that’s all eyes-out-the-window), but in case I missed someone coming 
in from the side even if that aircraft was on speed and altitude. The reader concludes: 

I would be interested in your reflections on what I admit is a very ambiguous question: how safe should we 
think it is to fly to Oshkosh? (And the refinement of that, as a single pilot?) 

That is the question, isn’t it? To answer, let me go back to something I wrote last week: 

One of my first thoughts about flying to Oshkosh was concern, maybe even a little fear, 
about staying half a mile behind one airplane and half a mile ahead of another while 
flying at 90 knots and 1000 feet above the ground. It occurred to me, however, that this is 
like Saturday morning in the traffic pattern at hundreds of little airports around the U.S. 
Only the “downwind” is essentially straight for 40-some miles.  

Next, consider the collisions between a 
turboprop Piper and an instructional Cessna 
172 at North Las Vegas that started our 
recent discussion about midairs. The NTSB 
published its preliminary report on that 
accident this week, including an illustration of 
the flight paths of the two airplanes.  

PA46T overshoot of assigned Runway 30L and collision with 
C172 landing on 30R, North Las Vegas July 17, 2022 

In my July 21 LESSONS I’d mentioned how 
this event reminded me of the collision 
between a Cirrus SR22 and a Swearingen 
Metroliner freighter near Denver, Colorado. 
Similar to the North Las Vegas accident, the Cirrus overshot its turn and collided with the Metro.  

Why do I bring these up? In both cases tragedy occurred when pilots who were apparently doing 
things right were hit by airplanes piloted by someone who (at least per the NTSB preliminary 
reports) appear to have done something wrong. Are visual approaches unsafe because someone 
who makes a mistake (or intentionally violates a rule)? No, on the Oshkosh arrival procedure it’s 
the deviation, not the operation, that creates excessive risk. 
See:  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/2022.0717-North-Las-Vegas.pdf  
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https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2022.0721-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/2021.0512-SR22-Metroliner-Denver.pdf  

SR22 high-speed, large diameter turn into SA227, 
Centennial, CO, May 12, 2021 
The added risk of landing during the 
Oshkosh airshow arrival times is, as 
MojoGrip noted, is a different story. The 
operation itself, as it’s usually done, places 
(in my opinion) the risk of the final half 
mile to the runway and over and on the 
runway pavement at a level that at 
times borders on the unacceptable.  

There must be some maximum capacity 
for safe arrivals into the Oshkosh fly-in. 
EAA will halt arrivals when no more 
parking is available on the grounds. And 
Air Traffic Control will suggest pilots 
remain clear when the airspace (usually 

further south) is becoming saturated.  

But what about a halt when there are just too many airplanes on the arrival? If pilots remain 
in one-half mile spacing as the procedure requires there would never be traffic bunching up on 
the final approach and in the landing flare.—split to land on one of two runways over Fisk and all 
flying the same speed, in theory there would be at least one-mile spacing between airplanes on 
final approach, and only one airplane on the runway at a time (with warbirds fit between them on 
the dedicated warbird arrival, and IFR airplanes slotted between them landing on the only 
instrument runway for the event, Runway 27). One look at the videos linked above confirms this is 
not the case, however. 

Have recent years been near (or beyond) the runway arrivals practical limit at times? I don’t 
know, but I hope EAA’s safety people are at least looking into what that maximum capacity 
might be, and ways to either limit access before exceeding that capacity threshold, or somehow 
spread out arrivals to reduce the number of arrivals at peak times.  

I’ve also long been concerned about the prevalence of quartering tailwind landings. It’s 
especially hazardous when multiple airplanes are landing at the same time or even in 
formation. (I have many friends who fly in one of the annual mass arrivals which lands in two-ship 
elements at closely spaced intervals. It’s nerve-wracking to watch then land, and I’ve seen many 
runway excursions, pilot-induced oscillations likely related to landing speed, wingtip strikes, and 
near collisions as pilots act on their ingrained reaction to slow down after touchdown instead of 
accelerating on the ground to get out of the way of the preceding pilot. To their credit, this year 
was free of these types of events, the only time in 17 years of watching this was the case. It may 
have helped that this year winds were light and favored the preferred Runway 36L/R).  

Reducing the risk of downwind and quartering downwind landings, closely spaced landings, and 
the number of airplanes on the runway and on final approach at one time would severely limit 
landing capacity. There is a risk vs. reward decision that I cannot make except that I can 
choose not to participate by not coming in during peak arrival times. That’s one reason I flew in so 
early that morning, landing about 8 am. 

Ultimately, the Oshkosh visual procedure up to the immediate airport environment—if studied 
meticulously and flown precisely by a pilot who has taken pains to ensure he/she is proficient in 
the unique skills required of the arrival—is as safe as a busty airport traffic traffic pattern 
provided each pilot: 

• Reduces workload to permit an aggressive visual scan for traffic; 

• Uses automation as available to further permit visual scanning and traffic detection; 
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• Carries at least one passenger the pilot has trained to assist in traffic detection and 
communicating threats to the pilot, if the aircraft has the capacity for passengers 
(answering the anonymous reader’s second question, for any future Oshkosh arrivals I 
personally won’t do it without a trained passenger aboard, even while using the 
techniques I did this year). Obviously this is not possible in the many single-seat 
airplanes that come to Oshkosh;  

• Maintains proficiency to a level higher than the most likely worst-case scenario; and 

• Is willing to break out of the arrival and go elsewhere if assigned a runway with wind 
conditions beyond the aircraft’s—or the pilot’s—capability, based on an honest self-
assessment.   

It’s the level of traffic, winds, and runway assignment for landing, not the flight up to the Oshkosh 
pattern, that requires the greatest risk evaluation by a pilot flying into AirVenture. 

For several years I’ve published my series on preparing to fly into AirVenture, often using the tag 
line are you good enough for Oshkosh? With this most recent experience and that of others as 
captured on video, perhaps each of us should ask ourselves this as well: are conditions at 
Oshkosh currently good enough for me? 
Shifting gears and finishing up this week, reader Jeff Dill asks: 

[I’m] wondering if you have all FLYING LESSONS accessible into the deep future? I have tried looking for 
older versions in the past with no luck, maybe a commentary on my computer skills.  I might want to look 
back to this one next year before Oshkosh.  

It’s a good bet that I’ll link back to this report next year when once again I run my “Flying into 
Oshkosh” articles. But better 
addressing your question, the 
FLYING LESSONS archives are 
linked from the FLYING LESSONS 
Weekly page at www.mastery-flight-
training.com.  

All 2022 LESSONS reports are 
posted (as downloadable pdfs), 
along with a smattering of earlier 
reports—added as I refer back to 
them in new Mastery of Flight 
discussions. As time permits I add a 
few of the ”back issues” to the 
archives. I’ve been loading these up 
since my website rebuild early this 
year. Remember that this is all 
something I do after hours, so please forgive the time it takes to populate past FLYING 
LESSONS. Thanks, Jeff. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/flying-lessons-archives/  

More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
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See www.nafinet.org.  

 

Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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